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lawn regulaiions. Fifieen
years and drought, hail, a
grasshopper plague, and much
trial and error later, their native
blue grama gross (Boute/oua
graci/is) "lown" thrives without
additional water and the
A water conservation

expansive habitat garden-the

agreement with Denver Water

couple's favorite place to

and a progressive Home

be-blooms from spring through

Owners' Association board

fall, and is home to songbirds,

resulted in a whole new look for

hummingbirds, butterflies,

the Cherry Creek 3 townhouse

bees, praying mantids, rabbits,

This mesic prairie garden

complex, plus $20,000

surrounds the old schoolhouse

water-bill-rebates over five years,

at Denver Botanic Gardens

and increased property values.

(DBG) at Chotiield, named

Colorful habitat gardens now

"Outstanding Public Garden" in

in

replace overgrown "poodled"

the 2014 Habitat Hero Awards.

junipers and lava rock in front

Lauren Springer Ogden and

of 011251 town homes and

Scott Ogden designed the

brighten the ends of each

DBG at Chatfield entrance

building as well as the "hell

gardens to showcase the

smos around the complex
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biomes of the interior Wes
using 10,000 individual pion s
plus 14,000 non-native bulbs

toads, and both hog nose and
bull snakes.

·ng lots. A community

eco e garden helps residents
g-O'"" their own food.

for spring. The gardens are on
three years old, but they alreca
look fully natura!.
On a windswept acreage with
alkaline soil and 8 inches of
annual precipitation outside
Powell, Wyoming, Stephanie
and Andy Rose created an
oasis for wildlife and people
inside a low adobe wall around
their house. Regionally adapted
and native trees, shrubs, and
tall bunch grasses creote
windbreaks and sheltered
microclimates, in which they've
planted over 60 varieties of
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perennials to provide nectar,
pollen, fruit, and seeds for
songbirds and pollinators.
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"colorful, aromatic, and resilient."

makes their home life more
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hummingbirds to foxes c
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the occasional coyote.
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